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EVENTS

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOUR

SHARED VISION

SYSTEMS & STRUCTURES

MENTAL MODELS

From Organizing for Learning 
by Daniel Kim, 2001 

What is CURRENTLY happening?

What has happened REPEATEDLY that may 

need attention?

Are ORGANISATIONAL adjustments needed 

so that we can achieve our vision?

What VALUES & BELIEFS do we need to 

nurture so that we can achieve our vision?

What OUTCOMES do we 

want for our pupils?
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What do your staff believe about 
behaviour management?

Behaviourist

Set the rules and expect ALL students to follow those rules. 

Anyone who digresses should be sanctioned. 

Predictable, equal, one and done 

Humanist

If teachers take time to understand the reasons why students 
‘act out’, then they are better able to address the causes. 

Empathetic, discretionary, long-term view 

Cognitive Developmentalist

We can expect more mature students to behave more 
appropriately than immature students – and so expectations 

should be adjusted accordingly. 

Commensurate, equitable, adjustable 
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EVENTS

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOUR

SHARED VISION

SYSTEMS & STRUCTURES

MENTAL MODELS

From Organizing for Learning 
by Daniel Kim, 2001 

ARTICULATE how the system fits 

with our shared values and vision

IMPLEMENT an EFFECTUAL system that is 

RESPECTFUL of all (ethical) mental models 

UNDERSTAND the values & beliefs 

at play in our school

DESCRIBE the outcomes 

we want for our pupils

RESPOND with CONSISTENCY,

predictability & fairness

RESPECT 
Current Mental 

Models

CHANGE
Current Mental 

Models

Vision of students 

who are …

1. Articulate

2. Curious

3. Adventurous

4. Resilient

5. Critical thinkers

6. Creative

7. Wise

CHANGE
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Experience

Reflect

Form 

concepts

Filter 

perception

BEING ARTICULATE

Quiet children are praised; those who 

shout-out are told off

Classroom talk is one of the most effective 

ways to deepen learning (0.82 effect size)

YOU’RE NOT SUPPOSED TO TALK IN CLASS

BUT

Experience

Reflect

Form 

concepts

Filter 

perception

BEING CURIOUS

Teachers decide the topic and 

they ask the questions

There is a significant association between 

curiosity and student progress (0.90 effect size)

IT IS THE TEACHER’S JOB TO 

ASK QUESTIONS

BUT
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1. We’re not supposed to 
talk in class

2. The teacher’s job is to 

ask questions

3. Easy success is good 

success

4. As soon as things go 
wrong, ask for help

5. Focus on learning the 

right answers

6. I’m not creative,

wacky, arty or musical

7. Knowledge (what) and 
skills (how) are key

1. Dialogue can really help 
us to learn

2. We should ask questions to 

deepen our learning

3. Success in the face of 

challenge is better

4. Build a repertoire of strategies 
to help me persevere

5. Understand how to create 

reasoned judgements

6. Everyone can develop their 

imagination & creativity

7. Context (if), justification (why), 
& timing (when) are also key

Articulate

Curious

Adventurous

Resilient

Critical 

thinkers

Creative

Wise

CHANGE Current 

Mental Models

1. We’re not supposed to 
talk in class

2. The teacher’s job is to 

ask questions

3. Easy success is good 

success

4. As soon as things go 
wrong, ask for help       

5. Focus on learning the 

right answers

6. I’m not creative, 

wacky, arty or musical

7. Knowledge (what) and 
skills (how) are key

1. Dialogue can really help 
us to learn

2. We should ask questions to 

deepen our learning

3. Success in the face of 

challenge is better

4. Build a repertoire of strategies 
to help me persevere

5. Understand how to create 

reasoned judgements

6. Everyone can develop their 

imagination & creativity

7. Context (if), justification (why), 
& timing (when) are also key

Articulate

Curious

Adventurous

Resilient

Critical 

thinkers

Creative

Wise

CHANGE Current 

Mental Models
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EDUCATION is a bit like 

medicine

What works for one might not work for another

We have to make informed predictions 

Every decision has a cost

We should evaluate our impact & adapt as 

necessary

Evaluation is notoriously difficult in education

Almost every intervention works 

(but only if we compare to zero)

We have fewer & fewer resources 

(and ever greater expectations)

Don’t ask what 

teachers do.

Instead, ask students 

what their

teachers value.  

Don’t ask what leaders do. Instead, ask 

staff what their leaders value. 
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LEARNING 
1. Articulate learning
2. Respond positively towards challenge
3. Believe in everyone’s potential to grow

MASTERY
4. Use feedback to refine & thrive
5. Build collective & self-efficacy
6. Value progress (as well as grades)
7. Deepen learning through questioning

ENGAGEMENT
8. Guide pupils to connect & explore
9. Design lessons around student curiosity
10. Experiment, examine, & play

VIRTUES
11. Model & teach decency
12. Strengthen the sense of belonging

Descriptions at:
LearningPit.org/pd-options/topics

The EFFECTS OF CHOICE on 
intrinsic motivation and 

related outcomes

A meta-analysis of 41 studies

Patall, Cooper, & Robinson, 2008

Effect Size 0.02

Our pupils are motivated learners with 
POSITIVE ATTITUDES TOWARDS 

CHALLENGE. They take intellectual risks, 
and show determination, dexterity & 

resilience when stepping out of their 

comfort zone. 

Pupils CHOOSE EASY 
because they …

Ø Feel clever / talented

Ø Get lots of praise

Ø Finish quicker

Pupils AVOID CHALLENGE because 
they …

Ø Feel frustrated / make mistakes

Ø Have inferred struggle is bad

Ø Fear it will never end!
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Which of these learning journeys 

receives most praise at your school?

The EFFECTS OF CHOICE by
Patall, Cooper, & Robinson 

(2008) … 

… does NOT apply in early 

childhood settings
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Our students are 

motivated learners with 

POSITIVE ATTITUDES 

TOWARDS CHALLENGE. 

They take intellectual 
risks, and show 

determination, dexterity & 

resilience when stepping 

out of their comfort zone. 

Too easy! Interesting

Be careful with praise Don’t rescue (yet)

When learners do

well on a learning task, 

they are likely to forget 

things more quickly

than if they do badly 

on the learning task.

DESIRABLE 

DIFFICULTIES 

ENHANCE LEARNING

Creating Desirable Difficulties To Enhance 

Learning (Bjork & Bjork, 1994 p. 193)

From The Far Side, 1980-1995 (Gary Larson)
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The MOST 

PRODUCTIVE 

CLASSROOMS are those 

in which students work on 

complex problems, are 

encouraged to take risks, and 

CAN STRUGGLE AND 
FAIL and still feel good 

about working on hard 

problems 

Boaler, 2015, p.177

YOU

create

the 

culture

Learn & ImprovePerform & Prove
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EVENTS

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOUR

SHARED VISION

SYSTEMS & STRUCTURES

MENTAL MODELS

CHANGE
Current Mental 

Models

Our students are motivated learners with 
POSITIVE ATTITUDES TOWARDS CHALLENGE. 

They take intellectual risks, and show 
determination, dexterity & resilience when 

stepping out of their comfort zone. 

From Organizing for Learning 
by Daniel Kim, 2001 

• To learn, we have to step out of our comfort zone

• Praise, grades, and relatively-easy tasks contribute to students being less 

willing to step out of their comfort zones

• Succeeding with challenging tasks increases the sustainability of learning

Have a FRAME OF REFERENCE to talk 
about your learning journey

ENCOURAGE you to step out of your 
comfort zone

Develop STRATEGIES for building 
improved responses to challenge

James Nottingham’s Learning Pit

CHANGE
Current Mental 

Models
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EVENTS

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOUR

SHARED VISION

SYSTEMS & STRUCTURES

MENTAL MODELS

Our pupils are motivated learners with 

POSITIVE ATTITUDES TOWARDS 

CHALLENGE. They take intellectual risks, and 

show determination, dexterity & resilience 

when stepping out of their comfort zone. 

Atmosphere There is an atmosphere of exuberant discovery

Student 

attitudes

Pupils talk positively about challenge (e.g. mistakes 

are part of challenge; easy is boring, etc) and look 

forward to/expect to be challenged

Staff role model Staff are positive role models, showing that they 

also enjoy and learn from challenge 

School systems Systems are in place to facilitate high quality 

challenge

Pedagogy Staff make good use of questioning & 

individualising techniques to support and challenge 

all pupils

Impact Challenge stimulates curiosity and leads to pupils 

asking high quality questions 

Impact It is noticeable that challenge is helping pupils to 

reach or exceed their goals. 

Impact Challenge moves pupils onto their next stage of 

learning (from surface to deep learning)

Metacognition Pupils can identify an example of being challenged 

in recent lessons & the positive outcome it led to

Metacognition The language of challenge is used and shared by all 

(e.g. “I’m in the pit” or “I’m wobbling”)

Evaluating impact

First attempt

Second draft

Third draft

Silja, Aged 5

Børnehuset Sneglehuset, 

Frederiksberg, DK 

EVENTS

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOUR

SHARED VISION

SYSTEMS & STRUCTURES

MENTAL MODELS

From Organizing for Learning 
by Daniel Kim, 2001 
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Stages of a Portrait Drawing © Mandy Boursicot 2013 mandyboursicot.com/blog

EVENTS

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOUR

SHARED VISION

SYSTEMS & STRUCTURES

MENTAL MODELS

From Organizing for Learning 
by Daniel Kim, 2001 
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40%

82%

EVENTS

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOUR

SHARED VISION

SYSTEMS & STRUCTURES

MENTAL MODELS

From Organizing for Learning 
by Daniel Kim, 2001 

RICHARD P PHELPS (2012)

Meta-analysis of 669 studies 

AFTER CORRECTING MISTAKES 

& RE-LEARNING

Qualitative 0.50

Quantitative 0.55

Formative Use: 0.90

Pre- & Post-Test: 0.96
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EVENTS

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOUR

SHARED VISION

SYSTEMS & STRUCTURES

MENTAL MODELS

From Organizing for Learning 
by Daniel Kim, 2001 

Week 1

Week 6

EVENTS

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOUR

SHARED VISION

SYSTEMS & STRUCTURES

MENTAL MODELS

From Organizing for Learning 
by Daniel Kim, 2001 
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EVENTS

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOUR

SHARED VISION

SYSTEMS & STRUCTURES

MENTAL MODELS

CHANGE
Current Mental 

Models

All our students make excellent progress in their

learning, demonstrating passion, determination & 

resilience as they strive for excellence

From Organizing for Learning 
by Daniel Kim, 2001 

Proving is good

IMPROVING is better

Amplify progress as much as achievement / grades

Progress leads to improved achievement 

We believe that all pupils can 
achieve their PERSONAL BEST and 

achieve at high levels

At ABC School, all pupils REACH 
THEIR POTENTIAL and pursue 

excellence in all that they do 

In our community, we are 
LIFELONG LEARNERS who strive 

to achieve personal excellence


